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What do you get when you mix a dash of Roald Dahl, a sprinkle of Iron Chef, and a pinch of Jamie Oliver’s
Food Revolution? Nothing at all less than a heaping assisting of magical realism arranged against a culinary
backdrop that allows young readers to immerse themselves in a recipe-filled, humorous story about
adolescent friendship, healthy living, and cooking, with some fantasy thrown in for extra seasoning.and
enemies— Jerry is definitely, to say the least, " And if that isn’and intensely dangerous— a mysterious
accident with boiling cooking water turned his locks into pasta. Many in the cooking world have come to
trust that Jerry is destined to become the "saviory chef" of prophecy . But Jerry doesn't need that
responsibility. .but why? . He really wants to just cook for fun and to support his family members.different"t
enough about his plate, a powerful——food critic who fears the prophecy holds true sees Jerry seeing that a
roadblock in his path to world food domination. Add to this simmering blend, Pesto’ Throughout a summer
of making close friends— the one to save the globe from fatty, processed foods.s mysterious janitor called
Bones: he seems to show up whenever Jerry is in difficulty—Meet eleven-year-older Jerry Pasta, the
youngest-ever pupil to begin with Master Chef training at Pesto's International School of Culinary
Excellence in Italy.from different countries, battling on the performing field of a food-fight tournament, and
competing for cooking awards, Jerry must decide which kind of chef and person he ultimately wants to be:
original or ordinary.
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Great Read for everybody! What a well-written, funny, and engaging book! The Saucier's Bones provides
something for everybody, adults, kids, food lovers (is that not really everyone?), and (a category I would
definitely put everyone in) those who experience different or like they don't fit in at times.. You'll want to
make, make new close friends, appreciate your life, and you will never look at a bowl of pasta without
thinking of the main character, Jerry Pasta! My nine 12 months old son is reading it now and loves it as
well! "The Saucier’s Bones" is guaranteed to delight children and adults alike— children for the appealing
and ..FOOD! Such a clever concept! A mystery in the guise of a cookbook . . . or perhaps it’s the other way
around. The author, Dr. Whichever it is, "The Saucier’s Bones" is assured to delight kids and adults alike—
children for the interesting and relatable people, the intrigue, and the humor, and adults for the healthy
recipes (which their children will certainly approve of), the engaging tale, and the morality lessons, which
are conveyed therefore subtlety, your kids won’t even notice. One of the most entertaining books I've read!
Adventure, Magic, Mystery, and on top of that.... The incorporation of tasty quality recipes and culinary
puns held this middle aged momma chuckling throughout the read. What fun! This would be considered a
great book for kids and families alike! Don't move this up!. Dr. Blankson does such an excellent work of
narrating in a smart whimsical method while still highlighting the maturity and value of good children
making good choices. What a great book for anyone who has an appetite for adventure, magic, mystery, and
delicious food! Pick up this reserve and treat yourself to a delightful examine. If you need to educate your
adolescent kids how to eat healthful, the joys of eating healthful, and cooking healthy, after that look no
further.! 5 STARS! This publication has it all: excitement, humility, overcoming, and it is a story that may
permeate the lives of these who read it. What a unique and innovative premise for a teenager novel! Really
enjoyed this book--what a novel way to introduce the lifelong concepts of health and fitness to young adults.
Easy to stick to and delicious recipes to obtain kids involved in the kitchen. Not forgetting a fun read--even
as a grown-up, I liked the humor. Would recommend for just about any age! :) Really enjoyed this
book--what an innovative way to introduce the lifelong .! Your kids will enjoy the experience and if you're
lucky, you might even get to try some of the results of their new found culinary powers! This is a perfect
blend between your mystical, wonderful world similar to the Harry Potter classics and an insightful, fun
method to learn about heathful nutrition, bravery, and the importance of good friends. Strongly suggested!
Such an AMAZING book!! Fun and creative reserve that address relevant issues Such a great publication
that addresses relevant issues among adolescents. I really like the way Bobo could incorporate existence
lessons in a fun way. quality recipes included were the best way to really bring the book alive!! Bobo
Blankson, has made it his life’s mission to introduce kids to a healthy lifestyle—especially meals—and with
this delightful book, he provides succeeded admirably. Very exciting, keeps in getting better and has a great
ending.
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